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ABSTRACT

The paper proposes a tentative theory for designing psychiatric environments to foster reduced aggression and violence. A basic premise underlying the design theory is that environmental and psycho-social stressors mediate and trigger aggression. The theory posits that aggression will be reduced if the facility has been designed with an evidence-based bundle of stress-reducing environmental characteristics that are identified and discussed. To make possible a tentative empirical evaluation of the theory, findings are described from a study that compared aggressive incidents in three Swedish psychiatric hospitals of different design. A newer hospital was evaluated as superior to both an old hospital it replaced and another comparison hospital (control) with respect to having nearly all the environmental features identified in the stress-reducing bundle of the design theory. Findings from restraint use data were consistent with the design theory prediction that aggression would be lower in the newer hospital having several stress-reducing environmental features than in either the old or control hospitals. The use of chemical and physical restraints decreased substantially in the new hospital compared to the old hospital it replaced. By contrast, restraint use increased in the control hospital that cared for comparable psychiatric patients according to similar treatment protocols during the same period. The design theory and preliminary findings suggest the possibility that providing better psychiatric buildings with design guided by the best available evidence and theory can play an important role in reducing the serious patient and staff safety problem of aggressive behavior.
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INTRODUCTION: AGGRESSION IN PSYCHIATRIC FACILITIES

Patient aggression in psychiatric facilities is a serious and worldwide problem that appears to be increasing. Incidents of violence cause psychological harm and often physical injury to other patients, to staff, to the aggressive individuals themselves, and property. A review of 122 studies carried out in 11 countries (among others, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom) found that 32.4% of psychiatric inpatients engaged in aggressive behavior or violence (Bowers et al., 2011). The mean incidence of violent events per 100 patients sampled internationally was 224.4, or 2.24 per patient (Bowers et al., 2011). Rates vary by type of psychiatric treatment setting and country. Variation also arises from the use of different definitions and measurements of aggression and violence in studies. On average, nearly 50% of all aggressive incidents recorded internationally in psychiatric units involve physical violence. International data suggest that 37% of violent or aggressive incidents result in physical injury to staff (Bowers et al., 2011), an alarming figure that underscores the seriousness of violence as a staff safety problem.

Much research in psychiatric settings has focused on patient characteristics (diagnosis, history, gender, for example) and staff variables (such as experience, ward staffing levels) in attempting to identify predictors or correlates of aggression/violence (Ulrich et al., 2008a). By contrast, there is a lack of theory and quality research concerning the link between characteristics of the physical environment of psychiatric facilities and patient violence. Although there is literature on best practices for designing acute psychiatric inpatient wards and psychogeriatric facilities (Karlin & Zeiss, 2006; Dobrohotoff &
Llewellyn-Jones, 2011), the recommendations are based mainly on clinical conjecture, professional experience, and anecdote, and do not provide explicit design guidelines for reducing aggression and violence. As a step toward addressing the lack of theory and research the paper proposes a tentative theory for designing psychiatric environments to foster reduced aggression. The theory posits that violence will be reduced if the ward has been designed with multiple stress-reducing environmental features. The discussion provides a brief overview of each stress-reducing design factor comprising the environmental bundle. The last section describes preliminary findings from a study that compares aggressive incidents in Swedish psychiatric hospitals of different design, making possible a tentative empirical evaluation of the theory.

RESEARCH ON CROWDING AND AGGRESSION IN PSYCHIATRIC FACILITIES

Crowding is the only environment-related variable to receive attention in multiple studies of aggression in psychiatric wards. Some researchers have proposed that ward crowding should foster increased violence by exposing patients to negative or stressful conditions such as higher stimulation levels, ward turmoil, and invasion of privacy (e.g., Palmstierna et al., 1991; Chou et al., 2002; Daffern & Howells, 2002). Unfortunately, studies in psychiatric facilities have not measured crowding in ways that explicitly consider environmental factors (Ulrich et al., 2008a). Reports rarely contain description of the physical environments of the wards studied, and there is little or no information about environmental features that have been shown by research in other fields to influence crowding, such as whether patients have single or shared bedrooms. Several aggression studies have defined crowding as a high ward bed occupancy rate, while others have interchangeably used terms such as crowding, patient density, or ward density. Across studies in psychiatric facilities there is no consistent association between crowding defined as high ward occupancy and violence. Some investigations have found a positive link with violence, while others have reported no correlation (e.g., Palmstierna et al., 1991, 1995; Nijman & Rector, 1999; Ng et al., 2001; Virtanen et al., 2011).

In contrast to mental health research, environmental psychology has long distinguished between density and crowding (Stokols, 1972). Density is defined as a physical-spatial, not psychological, condition -- the amount of space per person in a physical environment such as an apartment complex or mental health facility. Crowding, on the other hand, is a psychological and physiological state in which stress and negative emotions are experienced (Stokols, 1972; Ulrich et al., 2008a). Crowding stress is related to inadequacies in the configuration of the physical environment that constrain the ability of persons to seek privacy, regulate their relationships and degree of openness with others, and avoid stressors such as noise and arguments (Baum & Valins, 1979). When this distinction is made between density and crowding, studies carried out in non-hospital environments have shown that the correlation between spatial density and crowding stress is weak and inconsistent.

DESIGN THEORY FOR REDUCING AGGRESSION

Stress and Aggression

A key premise underlying the proposed design theory is that the stressors experienced by hospitalized psychiatric patients mediate and trigger aggression. A second major
proposition is that the ward physical environment strongly influences patient stress. From these arguments it follows that aggression/violence will be worsened if psychiatric facilities have environmental features that are stressors or obstruct control or coping. Psychiatric hospital environments will reduce aggression, however, if they are designed to minimize stressors such as crowding and noise, foster privacy, control, and other stress coping resources, and provide exposure to stress reducing features such as nature (Ulrich, 1991; Ulrich et al., 2008a). The premise that stress causes and exacerbates aggression is reflected in explanatory models of violence on inpatient psychiatric wards (Nijman et al., 1999, Nijman, 2002; Kumar & Ng, 2001).

A Tentative Design Theory

Figure 1 outlines the proposed design theory for reducing aggression. The lines and arrows in the figure indicate posited relationships among the main variables (see box labels). Beginning with the left hand boxes, the design theory is similar to an aggression framework developed by Nijman and colleagues (1999) in positing that patient characteristics (psychopathology) and stressors associated with involuntary admission (being locked up, for example) interact to intensify patient stress on admission to the ward. Moving to the right in the figure, the theory becomes quite different from models in psychiatry by proposing that the patient’s acute stress will be lessened after admission if the ward environment has been designed in evidence-informed ways to foster control and coping, mitigate crowding stress, minimize environmental stressors such as noise, and promote exposure to stress reducing or restorative features such as nature. The model’s Environment box lists several design factors that have been found by research to have stress-reducing influences. The models posits that implementing a multi-faceted design bundle of these evidence-informed factors increases prospects for achieving significant reduction of patient stress.

FIGURE 1: A Design Theory for Reducing Aggression in Psychiatric Facilities

Moving from the Environment box in Figure 1 to the right, the model posits that the environmental design bundle reduces patient stress, leading to reduced aggression. Diminished aggression is reflected in different outcome improvements such as reduced
physical violence, verbal aggression, and use of restraints and isolation. The Staff Outcomes box in the lower right-center of Figure 1 illustrates the proposition that the evidence-informed design features also directly and positively affect staff outcomes, for example, by reducing job strain, injuries, and fostering higher satisfaction. The enhanced staff outcomes are considered to feed back and contribute further to decreasing patient stress and aggression. Although the design theory features the role of the built environment in reducing stress and violence, it is also recognized that the competence and experience of clinicians, the quality of care protocols, organizational culture, ratio of staff to patients, and other variables influence these outcomes (Ulrich et al., 2010).

The next section provides an overview of each stress-reducing design factor listed in the Environment box in Figure 1. The purpose is to give the reader a basic introduction to each environmental variable and cite selected research examples, not provide detailed reviews. (For more detailed research reviews of the design factors see Ulrich et al., 2008a, 2008b; Ulrich, 2012.)

DESIGN FEATURES THAT REDUCE STRESS AND FOSTER REDUCED AGGRESSION

Single Patient Rooms

Providing single bedrooms may be the most important design intervention for reducing stress and thereby aggression in inpatient psychiatric wards. Considerable research on residential settings and prisons has shown that the number of persons sharing a bedroom, bathroom, or cell strongly correlates with higher crowding stress and lower privacy, perceived control, more disagreements with roommates, more illness complaints, and social withdrawal (Baum & Valins, 1977; Cox et al., 1984; Ruback et al., 1986). Research by Ittelson and colleagues of psychiatric inpatient wards similarly found a strong association between multi-bed rooms and social withdrawal (Ittelson et al., 1972). Crowding research in prisons has shown that prisoners in two-bed cells are more stressed, commit more disciplinary infractions (implying more aggression), and have higher rates of reported sickness than those in small single-bed cells (Cox et al., 1984). These findings emerge when studies control for spatial density or the amount of space per person (Evans, 2003). A related implication is that the architectural design and layout of psychiatric wards, by determining the number of rooms and hence directly affecting the number of patients per room, privacy access, and control, should be more important than spatial density in predicting crowding stress and probably aggression in mental health facilities.

Design for Smaller Ward Patient Group Size

Research on non-psychiatric residential settings such as student dormitories and apartment buildings has found that smaller population sizes on floors, corridors, or units (approximately 12-18 persons at full occupancy) are associated with lower perceived crowding and more interpersonal contacts and helping behavior, than floors or units of comparable spatial density but large populations (Baum & Davis, 1980). When spatial density is controlled for, students living on longer corridors with larger floor populations tend to report having fewer friends and acquaintances than those living on short corridors with smaller populations. Also, smaller ward population sizes in psychiatric hospitals likely foster control and help prevent crowding stress by enabling patients to
more easily regulate their personal spacing and relationships with others in shared spaces such as dayrooms and eating areas.

**Design Feature: Movable Seating in Spacious Day Rooms**

Evidence suggests that providing movable seating in dayrooms, lounges, and other shared spaces in psychiatric wards enhances the patient’s capability to regulate personal space and interactions with others, achieve control, and reduce stress. One important way persons regulate interactions is by actively adjusting and using the space immediately around them -- by moving closer to or farther away, and altering orientation relative to others (Sommer, 1969). Much research has shown that persons are quite sensitive with respect to maintaining appropriate interpersonal distances and respond with stress, anxiety, and sometimes anger when others intrude into their personal space (Sommer, 1969). A study of videotaped incidents of violence in a psychiatric unit reported that assailants appeared to be especially sensitive when others moved close and invaded their personal space (Crowner et al., 1991). Dayrooms and other shared areas should be spacious to enable patients to easily regulate or maintain their personal space when others are in the room.

**Design Feature: Noise Reduction**

Noise studies are lacking for psychiatric hospitals but there is a large body of research on general hospitals (Ulrich et al., 2008b). Several studies have reported that reducing noise levels lowers stress in non-psychiatric inpatients as evidenced, for example, by reduced blood pressure (Hagerman et al., 2004). Other research on nurses in non-psychiatric facilities has found that noise reducing design measures lower staff stress, annoyance, perceived work demands and pressure, and may help reduce burnout (Blomkvist et al., 2005; Topf & Dillon, 1988). Given the focus on aggression and violence in the design theory, it should be emphasized there is strong evidence from studies of non-patients that exposure to unpredictable or uncontrollable noise facilitates and increases aggression (Green & O’Neal, 1969; Donnerstein & Wilson, 1976).

**Design Feature: Nature Window Views**

Several studies of non-psychiatric hospital patients and non-patient groups have found that viewing nature fosters rapid reduction of stress (e.g., Ulrich et al., 1991; Raanaas et al., 2011). Physiological restoration from stress is evident, for instance, in reduced blood pressure and changes in cardiac activity. These and other beneficial physiological changes are accompanied by increased positive emotions and reduced levels of negatively-toned feelings such as anxiety and anger (Ulrich et al., 1991). A study of patients recovering from surgery found that those assigned to rooms with a window view of nature (trees), compared to matched patients with windows overlooking a brick wall, had better emotional well-being, endured fewer stress-related minor complications such as persistent headache, suffered less pain, and had shorter stays (Ulrich, 1984). Limited research on nurses in non-psychiatric hospitals suggests that those having daily exposure to a nature window view in their work areas had lower stress than nurses with no window overlooking nature (Pati et al., 2008).

**Design Feature: Garden Accessible to Patients**

Evidence from studies in general hospitals indicates that patients and visitors who use gardens report reduced stress, improved emotional well-being, and higher satisfaction
with care quality (Marcus & Barnes, 1995; Whitehouse et al., 2001; Sherman et al., 2005). Gardens in hospitals not only provide stress-reducing nature views, but if well designed reduce stress through other established mechanisms (Ulrich, 1999). For example, a garden that is accessible to patients improves emotional well-being by increasing exposure to daylight, and promotes control and stress reduction by providing a calming and enticing getaway from familiar interior ward spaces. A garden designed with seating choices additionally provides patients with attractive places either to seek privacy or socialize (Marcus & Barnes, 1999; Ulrich, 1999). Limited evidence suggests that access to gardens reduces stress in nurses and other healthcare workers, increases job satisfaction, and may help foster recruitment and retention of personnel (Marcus & Barnes, 1995; Whitehouse et al., 2001; Sherman et al., 2005).

**Design Feature: Nature Art**

Studies in non-psychiatric or general hospitals of ethnically diverse groups of patients have consistently found that the great majority prefer and respond with positive emotions to representational nature art, but dislike abstract artwork and images displaying emotionally negative or challenging subject matter (Ulrich, 1991, 2009; Carpman and Grant, 1993; Nanda et al., 2007). There is some evidence that nature art also reduces patient stress (Heerwagen, 1990). A small-scale study in a Swedish psychiatric facility reported that patients had positive feelings and reactions with respect to nature art and prints, but had negative reactions to ward artwork that was abstract or could be interpreted in multiple ways (Ulrich, 1991). In the same study archival data showed that psychiatric patients had physically attacked several ward artworks, all of which displayed abstract subject matter and styles (Ulrich, 1991). A prospective study of elderly psychiatric patients found that placing a large realistic nature print in a ward lounge substantially reduced the number of injections given for aggressive behaviors (kicking, hitting, biting) and agitation (Nanda et al., 2010). Parallel findings were obtained in a randomized study of non-patient volunteers exposed to anger-provoking tasks in a simulated workplace (Kweon et al., 2008). Taken together, studies on psychiatric and non-psychiatric patients indicate that representational nature art should be provided, while abstract art should be avoided because it elicits dislike and stress and can trigger aggression.

**Design Feature: Daylight Exposure**

It appears that no study has yet investigated whether daylight levels influence aggression in psychiatric hospitals. However, several studies of psychiatric and non-psychiatric patients suggest that designing buildings to provide higher exposure to natural light, compared to low exposure, reduces depression and fosters shorter in-patient stays for depressed patients (Ulrich et al., 2008b; Ulrich, 2012). Assigning psychiatric patients with serious depression to rooms having higher daylight shortens stays compared to placing similar patients in rooms that receive less daylight or are always in shade (Beauchemin & Hays, 1996; Benedetti et al., 2001). An investigation of Alzheimer’s patients found that agitation levels were lower in facilities designed for higher light exposure in interior spaces compared to buildings with lower light (Sloane et al., 1998).

**Design Feature: Staff Stations Close to Patient Activity Areas with Large Windows for Good Observation**
The design and placement of staff stations influences the proximity and accessibility of staff to patients, and likely affects the quality of staff-patient communication. It has been proposed that inadequate or problematic communication between staff and patients contributes to stress and violence (Nijman et al., 1999). An observational study in a psychiatric hospital suggested that locating stations in front of day rooms and providing large observation windows encouraged staff to leave stations more frequently and spend increased time with patients in day rooms (Gross et al., 1998). Skillful design and siting of staff stations, in addition to enhancing observation of day rooms, also can enable good visibility of other ward locations found to be frequent sites of assaults, including corridors and dining rooms (Ulrich et al., 2008a; Chou et al., 2002).

Other Design Factors: Best Practices

There is no suggestion here that the list of stress-reducing environmental factors discussed above is comprehensive. It is likely that as research progresses other design measures can be added to the Environment box in the design theory (Figure 1). In the meantime it is appropriate to mention certain “best practice” design factors that possibly contribute to stress reduction. These factors are not yet directly supported by empirical evidence, but experience from existing clinical and design practice makes it plausible the design measures may influence patient stress in psychiatric facilities.

Wayfinding. Studies in general hospitals of patients and visitors have found that difficult wayfinding elicits stress (Carpman & Grant, 2002). Therefore, design approaches that promote easy wayfinding in psychiatric hospitals may lessen stress (Ulrich et al., 2008a).

Home-like characteristics. Providing home-like characteristics is widely recommended as best practice design for psychiatric hospitals, Alzheimer’s facilities, and nursing homes (long term care facilities) (Karlin & Zeiss, 2006). However, research evidence concerning possible influences on stress and aggression is sparse and inconsistent. Although some findings appear to link home-like characteristics in Alzheimer’s facilities with reduced agitation and aggression (Day et al., 2002), a study in a Norwegian psychiatric ward found that decorating a seclusion area in a home-like versus traditional manner did not reduce incidence of violent behavior (Vaaler et al., 2005). The home-like seclusion room, however, increased the satisfaction and reported well-being of patients, especially women.

PRELIMINARY EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE DESIGN THEORY

A Swedish psychiatric hospital (84 inpatient beds) that opened in 2006 (Östra psykiatriskasjukhus in Göteborg) was identified as having nearly all the environmental characteristics that the design theory proposes should diminish patient stress and thereby reduce aggression. The hospital replaced a psychiatric hospital dating from the 1940s-1970s. Additionally, a second psychiatric hospital located in the same region was identified as a comparison or control facility. Table 1 compares the design features of the three hospitals – the old facility, newer (replacement) hospital, and control hospital. Examination of Table 1 shows that the design of the newer hospital is superior to that of both the old and control hospitals in having environmental characteristics identified in the Design Theory as important for reducing stress. The information in Table 1 supports the prediction derived from the Design Theory that the environment of the newer hospital, compared to the old and control hospitals, should be more effective in diminishing patient stress and thereby reducing aggression.
TABLE 1: Comparison of ward environments in three psychiatric hospitals with respect to stress-reducing environmental features in the Design Theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress-Reducing Environmental Factors in Psychiatric Wards</th>
<th>Old hospital</th>
<th>Newer hospital</th>
<th>Control hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bedrooms in one ward* (number of 1-bed and multi-bed rooms)</td>
<td>1-bed: 2 2-bed: 3 4-bed: 2</td>
<td>1-bed: 10 2-bed: 2</td>
<td>1-bed: 2 2-bed: 1 4-bed: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient population size of one ward at 100% designed bed occupancy</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movable seating + adequate space in day rooms to regulate relationships</td>
<td>movable: no spacious: no</td>
<td>movable: yes spacious: yes</td>
<td>movable: no spacious: no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise reduction features</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden accessible to ward patients</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature window views</td>
<td>a few</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature art, not abstract art</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for higher daylight exposure</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff stations close to patient areas, with good visibility over areas</td>
<td>visibility: poor close: yes</td>
<td>visibility: good close: yes</td>
<td>visibility: poor close: yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other best practices: home-like</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ward layouts and bedroom mix varied somewhat in each hospital. The information in Table 1 represents the environmental features of a representative or typical ward in each facility.

To evaluate the influence of the new hospital on aggression, data on the use of chemical restraints (compulsory injections) and physical restraints were obtained retrospectively for the old hospital for 2005 and for the new hospital for 2007. No data from 2006 were included because the old hospital was being phased out and patients and staff were being relocated to the new building. For both the old and new hospitals, information was obtained concerning the number of patients who received chemical or physical restraints, and the number of occasions of restraint use (incidence). In addition, restraint data were collected for a second Swedish hospital (control) that cared for comparable psychiatric inpatients according to similar protocols during the same time period (2005 and 2007) but did not undergo replacement or major renovation. Unfortunately, the physical restraint data were incomplete for the control hospital for 2007 and therefore could not be included in the analysis. Restraint data were obtained for all patient diagnosis categories with the exception of forensic psychiatry, addictive disorders, and geropsychiatry. Between 2005 and 2007 there were no major changes in psychopharmacological treatment in the old versus new (replacement) hospitals or the control hospital. The old/new hospitals and the control hospital were also similar with respect to each serving a population of approximately 225,000 inhabitants during 2005 and 2007. No other inpatient psychiatric hospitals served the patients in the areas.

Preliminary Findings: Restraint Use in the Newer Psychiatric Hospital Compared to the Old and Control Hospitals
Consistent with the general prediction derived from the Design Theory, the preliminary findings suggest that the use of chemical and physical restraints declined in the new hospital compared to the old hospital it replaced. More specifically, the average number of patients in the old hospital per 3-month period in 2005 who received compulsory injections (chemical restraints) was 23 persons. By contrast, the average number declined to 17 persons per 3-month period in the new hospital. Importantly, the average incidence of chemical restraint use fell from 47 to 37 per quarter, a drop of 21%. These improvements occurred despite the fact that the patient population in the newer hospital was similar in size to that of the old facility and possibly slightly higher in clinical acuity. Regarding physical restraints, the average number of patients per 3-month period was 14 in the old hospital and 16 in the new building. It is noteworthy that the incidence per 3-month period of physical restraints fell from 63 in the old building to 35 in the new building, a decline of approximately 44%.

In the control hospital, the average number of patients per quarter receiving chemical restraints stayed the same from 2005 to 2007, 17 and 18 respectively. However, the average incidence of chemical restraints in the control hospital rose from 34 in 2005 to 44 in 2007, a 29% increase. The number of patients per quarter in the control hospital receiving physical restraints rose from 18 to 28.

**DISCUSSION**

The paper describes a tentative theory for designing psychiatric facilities to reduce patient aggression. A basic premise underlying the design theory is that environmental and psychosocial stressors mediate and trigger aggression. The theory proposes that a physical environment for psychiatric patients will foster reduced aggression if it is designed to minimize stressors such as noise, foster control and privacy access, and provide exposure to stress reducing features such as nature. The conceptual model identifies a bundle of evidence-based design features to reduce stress, and proposes that implementing the environmental bundle should be linked with reduced aggression.

To make possible a preliminary empirical evaluation of the design theory, information concerning the use of chemical and physical restraints was compared for three Swedish psychiatric hospitals that vary in ward design. The design of a newer hospital was superior to those of the old hospital it replaced and a comparison hospital (control) with respect to having nearly all the environmental features in the stress-reducing design bundle. Preliminary findings based on the restraint data were consistent with the design theory prediction that aggression (restraint use) would be lower in the newer hospital than in either the old or control hospitals. The use of chemical and physical restraints decreased substantially in the new hospital compared to the old hospital it replaced. By contrast, restraint use increased in the control hospital that cared for comparable psychiatric patients according to similar treatment protocols during the same period.

Although the preliminary results are encouraging, the methods and findings have limitations that should be mentioned. The restraint information would be stronger if it had been recorded at the individual patient level rather than group level. Also, the reliance on restraint data probably underreports the incidence of aggressive behavior in the hospitals (Bowers et al., 2011). Future studies on hospital design and aggressive behavior could be strengthened by collecting data using broader and more sensitive measures such as the Staff Observation Aggression Scale (SOAS) (Nijman et al., 2005).
The methods of the preliminary study do not make it possible to identify which specific stress-reducing design features may be most important for lessening aggression. The speculation seems justified that certain design factors are more important than others, and that some environmental features interact to influence stress and aggression. Irrespective of the question of relative importance, the design theory proposes that the implementation of a multi-faceted bundle of environmental features will be more effective than any single-feature intervention. Notwithstanding the limitations noted, the design theory and preliminary findings suggest the possibility that providing better psychiatric buildings with design guided by the best available evidence and theory can contribute significantly to reducing the major problem of aggressive behavior.
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